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Abstract 

This paper reports on the experience of seven Saudi female ESL students who worked collaboratively in an 
interactive online writing environment over a period of four weeks. It chronicles their experiences with online 
writing tasks, documents their responses to online feedback, and examines their attempts to cope with different 
settings and audiences. It was found that interactive features of weblogs helped establish a valid peer review 
culture as an integral part of collaborative writing. The experience also helped develop critical thinking and 
ability to identify target audience. In general, students’ attitudes were positive and participants exhibited a desire 
to incorporate similar tasks in upcoming ESL writing classes. It is therefore recommended that educational 
authorities and teachers should solicit online resources more often. 
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1. Introduction 

Technological advances in the field of education have experienced an unprecedented momentum in the last few 
years thanks in no small part to easy access to the Internet and commercially available educational software. 
There are no signs this trend is going to phase out anytime soon. If anything, it is more likely to increase in 
popularity as an increasing number of people in developing countries have access to affordable technology in all 
walks of life. There are several reasons for the prevalence of online educational schemes, an obvious of which is 
the expanding IT infrastructure in many emerging market countries where the Internet was until recently 
considered a luxury rather than a necessity. Internet access means that online interaction at its various shapes and 
guises is now a common feature of average students’ daily lives in these less developed countries, and this in 
turn translates into the abundance of unorthodox and previously unknown sources of knowledge which, unlike 
traditional classes, are less bounded by time or location. 

My focus in this project is on online blogging which has become a common feature of the Internet. Despite its 
popularity, many experts believe that blogging has not been fully utilized as a learning venue especially in 
countries like Saudi Arabia where using the internet is traditionally associated with entertainment and social 
activities rather than with business or education. In this project, the progress and attitudes of seven 
university-level female EFL students working to improve their EFL writing via weblogs were observed. The 
ability to work collaboratively, to write for an audience other than teachers, to critically judge the feedback 
received, to provide feedback, and ultimately to review own writing from a different perspective are areas where 
students’ development was investigated. 

Data collected while students were posting their blogs to be read and commented on by their colleagues. There 
were interviews designed primarily to investigate students’ attitudes towards blogs as means of improving their 
EFL writing, addressing different readership, receiving corrective feedback from a previously unconventional 
source, and providing insights to others. There was also a reflective element toward the end of the experiment to 
give participants the chance to look back at their experience and to evaluate its impact on their collaborative 
learning skills, critical thinking and ability to address different audiences. Data was collected from participants 
using the interviews, the texts they have written and the checklist forms they provided to others. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 English Writing in ESL Contexts 

L2 writing in its own right is particularly challenging even for the more advanced learner. (Hinkel, 2004; and 
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Leki & Carson, 1997) When it comes to the Saudi context, however, a multitude of factors further complicate 
this task including outdated teaching methodologies and materials in public school, (Whitfield & Pollard, 1998) 
writing and reading ethos among learners which are lagging behind that of most developed nations, (McKay, 
1992) the status of English in the society, (Gray, 2000; and McKay 1992) and the lack of exposure to authentic 
English texts, (Syed, 2003) all contribute to the less than satisfactory levels of ESL writing of Saudi students.  

Many teachers in Saudi Arabian public schools are focused on the grammar translation method which implicates 
teaching long lists of new words usually without meaningful contexts and grammatical rules. Some expatriate 
teachers such as McKay (1992) noted that many students were lazy and not as hard working as student from 
other countries. English in Saudi Arabia as Ghobain (2010) and Al Hazmi (2003) believe is as a foreign not a 
second language as in some other countries even if a growing number of the population realize its significance. 
Exposure to English for the average Saudi student is usually limited to language classes. The more privileged 
may go to English speaking countries on holidays or even study there but they are the exception rather than the 
norm. 

The impact of these factors - and many others - is not hard to see. Year on year, English proficiency test results 
show that Saudi students have been among the lowest achieving in the world ever. In fact, only two neighboring 
countries fared worse in the IELTS writing test which in all intents and purposes is alarming news given that 
students from much less advantaged countries outperformed their Saudi counterparts and by a considerable 
margin in occasions. The available data does not show any real progress. If anything, the situation is getting 
worse rather than better making it natural to address the problem and its causes, and to conduct more research 
into its causes to be able to recommend solutions. (Ghobain & Grami, 2012; and Grami & Alkazemi, 2011)  

 

Table 1. IELTS mean scores per country (Academic). From ESOL Research Notes, Issue 40, May 2010, 
University of Cambridge. 

Country Listening Reading Writing Speaking Overall 
Nigeria 6.11  6.07  6.21  7.06  6.42 
Oman 5.14  4.98  4.99  5.65  5.25 
Pakistan 6.00  5.62  5.69  6.04  5.90 
Philippines 7.05  6.60  6.21  6.81  6.73 
Poland 7.01  6.76  6.15  6.92  6.77 
Qatar 4.64  4.47  4.39  5.12  4.72 
Russia 6.64  6.61  5.95  6.61  6.51 
Saudi Arabia 4.97  4.79  4.69  5.67  5.10 
Sri Lanka 6.48  5.98  5.90  6.38  6.25 
Taiwan 5.78  5.81  5.32  5.73  5.72 
Thailand 5.96  5.87  5.34  5.72  5.78 
Turkey 6.00  5.85  5.46  5.96  5.88 
United Arab Emirates 4.86  4.69  4.69  5.36  4.97 
Vietnam 5.83  6.04  5.56  5.68  5.84 

* Countries in Italics are members of GCC council. 

 

One possible solution is to provide more opportunities for corrective feedback from different sources. (Herrera, 
2011; and Sheen, 2007) Another would be to encourage students to play a more active role in their own learning. 
(Singer et al., 2010) In theory, both solutions can be achieved via writing blogs which should be explained in the 
following sections. 

2.2 Blogging and Teaching ESL Writing 

There have been some genuine attempts to exploit the capabilities of the Internet in developing ESL writing 
mostly in large education institutions controlled and regulated by special IT departments. The system offers real 
opportunities for students to interact in a virtual classroom where they participate in conference-type classes, 
upload assignments, and even take quizzes, usually without worrying much about being physically present. 
Apparently, students can access these virtual classes from anywhere with an internet connection, effectively 
removing geographical boundaries. (Chang & Kuo, 2011; Andergassen et al., 2009; Xie, 2005; and Lankshear & 
Knobel, 2003) 
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These are the systematic, institutional type of online projects we would like to see more in the future. However, 
despite being an enormous step forward, many of these classes are essentially following the plan or plans set by 
their respective instructors which given the practices of most writing teachers is very likely to remain 
teacher-centered and traditional.  

There is nothing wrong with teacher-centered approaches themselves, not when most students are beginners and 
in need for constant guidance and monitoring. However, these approaches still lack an important aspect of 
modern ESL writing which is collaborative learning. (Brodahl, Hadjerrouit & Hansen, 2011; Amir, Ismael & 
Hussien, 2011; Elola & Oskoz, 2010; Latif, 2008; Passig & Schwartz, 2007; and Maimon, 1986) Maimon (ibid.) 
rightly observes that critical thinking remains an abstraction unless you engage in conversations with individuals 
of similar level of development. In other words, collaborative learning help develop critical thinking by means of 
stepping out of the self and into the audience. Collaborative learning therefore helps establish the concept of 
‘audience’ or ‘readership’ usually not possible when students only write for their teachers as Amir, Ismael & 
Hussien (2011) mention. 

There should be more opportunities for students to take matters into their own hand with the guidance of a 
qualified teacher especially at earlier stages. Weblogs therefore correspond to this concern rather well in the 
sense that students do not write merely for grading purposes and are willing to decide on what course of action 
they should take not only in terms of topics but also on how to respond to feedback they receive. This type of 
critical thinking is usually missing from traditional classes where teachers are in control of most matters. 
(Andergassen et al., 2009; Tan, Mohamed & Saw, 2009; Quitadamo & Krutz, 2007, and Halvorsen, 2005) 
Andergassen et al. (2009) also believe that socializing is a very important driver to many students to engage in 
online blogging. 

4. Methodology 

In this section, I will discuss the methodological framework of the study, the process of selecting the participants, 
the design of the weblogs, and the timeline of the experiment. The study uses a combination of qualitative and 
quantitative methods to collect and analyze the data in the form of descriptive statistics from the written tasks 
and checklists, and more qualitative data from the interviews. 

4.1 Participants 

All participants are female Saudi ESL students in their tertiary education. They are all registered in a specialized 
forum for Saudi English majors where members share and discuss all subjects related to English language and 
academic life. Upon explaining the purpose of the study, they expressed their willingness to take part. As for 
their academic institutions, these students come from different arts and education colleges around the country. 
Five of the participants are in their first year in the university while the other two are in their second year. As 
none of the students has taken a proficiency English test (e.g. TOEFL or IELTS), it was difficult to determine 
their linguistic levels but we can theorize that as long as they were all English majors and must meet their 
respective schools’ enrollment criteria, are competent English users. 

The literature review shows that blogging is not an entirely new concept in EFL learning, and in the wider 
educational context as a whole (e.g. Tan, Mohamed & Saw, 2009; and Xie, 2005). However, as it happened, none 
of the participants of this study has participated in any similar project or has been part of a class with comparable 
themes. They were in fact introduced to blogging for educational purposes for the first time as part of this study. 
This makes it interesting to observe how these students would fit in the new setting and how would they engage 
in activities with lots of potential and challenges ahead. 

4.2 Data Collection Techniques 

Four writing entries were required from each participant totaling 28 texts. Each week, participants were asked to 
write a topic of their choice that is a) recent and b) likely to be on interest to other participants and submit it 
online. The suggested length was about 250 words per text, or one page in MS Word. They then post their texts 
in their respective blogs where they will be viewed by their colleagues for open comments. I then randomly 
assigned two texts to every participant to provide her feedback using a simple checklist adopted from Alhazmi 
and Scholfield (2007) of the points she needed to discuss. In other words, each entry would have received 
comments from two reviewers. 

There was confusion at the beginning of the experience as to the genres of writing expected. Some students 
enquired if their texts have to be scientifically rigorous others wanted to do more free writing. As there were no 
preset rules controlling the type contribution, the decision was left to students themselves. They wrote in a 
variety of topics ranging from politics, sport, fashion, and news headlines. 
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The checklist contained both closed and open-ended items. The closed items were straightforward questions 
about the presence of a topic sentence, availability of supporting details (examples and explanations), the use of 
transition words, occurrence of grammatical or spelling mistakes, and an overall evaluation of the text (excellent, 
needs improvement or poor). The other part of the checklist required students to write their own evaluation of the 
text and any recommendation for improvement. 

The use of the checklist when providing feedback to others was not meant to control students’ response. It rather 
attempts to make the feedback received more consistent, detailed and meaningful.  

Participants were phone interviewed individually shortly after the completion of the project. Questions ranged 
from the reasons of their participation to their insights of the experience. More bespoke questions relating to 
their choice of topics and response to feedback received from other participants were also included. All 
interviews were recorded and transcribed. 

5. Results and Discussion 

All students managed to write their respective blogs successfully and were able to provide their insights about 
their colleagues’ texts using the checklist. In total, twenty-eights texts were published online and twice that 
number of feedback forms were received by the respective writers. 

Statistically speaking, 28 texts were posted online averaging 4 per participant. The texts ranged between 149 and 
326 word-long, or between 236-271 word-long texts on average. The following table shows the exact statistics 
on a weekly basis: 

 

Table 2. Writing Tasks Statistics over the Period of the Experiment 

  Writing task 1 Writing task 2 Writing task 3 Writing task 4 
N Valid 7 7 7 7 

Missing 0 0 0 0 
Mean 235.86 250.57 268.14 271.14 
Std. Deviation 62.358 31.128 45.470 43.299 
Minimum 149 203 176 201 
Maximum 342 301 305 326 

 

The texts were not extended pieces of writing. This however was ideal for the purpose of the study as students 
were expected to provide useful feedback to their peers on both local and global issues (i.e. grammar, spelling, 
punctuation, as well as logic and progression of ideas). 

Being able to choose a topic rather than writing about a predetermined one should help students’ critical thinking. 
This conclusion is not only supported by the literature (Andergassen et al., 2009; Quitadamo & Krutz, 2007; and 
Halvorsen, 2005), but by students themselves who reported in the subsequent interviews that they have 
developed better judgment when selecting and writing about topics of their choice.  

The interviews showed definite positive attitudes towards writing blogs and receiving feedback from peers. In 
fact, students’ beliefs of collaborative writing and online means of communication along with feedback received 
from online peers were all very consistent. They reported a better-than-expected response from peers and they 
also were able to express their opinions freely about others’ texts. One interviewee believes that responding to 
her peers’ writings helped her develop her ability to judge her own writing, an interesting point that can be 
described as another advantage of peer feedback. 

Identifying and addressing the audience accordingly is a skill that most writing tasks ignore as students usually 
consider the teacher to be their only audience. Writing for pleasure and to a different type of reader in a foreign 
language was a new experience to the participants of the study and they expressed their satisfaction with the 
experience.  

Another extremely important skill students have developed is their critical thinking and ability to judge the 
feedback received from peers. Students during this experiment were aware that the feedback was provided by 
colleague students rather than more experienced instructors. This skill calls for good judgment on what points 
raised by colleagues are to be accepted and what others are to be scrutinized.  

It must also be said that ESL writing is multifaceted and it is hard to say that one approach is suitable for all 
learners in all different situations. However, online blogging seems to address specific issues usually ignored in 
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traditional ESL writing classes. Moreover, setting up a comprehensive online educational program normally calls 
for the resources of a large institution. In fact, the costs associated with buying, running and maintaining a 
similar program are usually beyond the reach of most schools and departments in Saudi Arabia.  

In spite of that, this is not the end of the road because as we can see from this project, there are other cheaper 
alternatives that can be used in smaller settings. Students are willing to learn beyond the boundaries of the 
classroom and weblogs can be indeed a very useful alternative. The fact that students no longer write for 
instructors whose job eventually is to assess their work opens the door for new ways of thinking from students’ 
perspective. Therefore, it would be advisable to encourage students to maintain online blogs as an 
extra-curriculum activity. These should be viewed by other students and, if possible, even readers from a much 
wider spectrum including students from other contexts. 

7. Conclusion 

Writing is the most challenging language skill and Saudi students are no exception to the rule. There are a 
multitude of factors that contribute to this, one of which is students’ overdependence on teachers. Online 
blogging or weblogs however can play a role in balancing this by providing students with more opportunities for 
collaborative learning. In this project, students were able to explore new dimensions in their writing by playing 
different roles and interacting differently than they do in a typical classroom. 

Online blogging was found to be an enriching experience and students were generally positive about it. Among 
many advantages of blogging, collaborative learning was really helpful in making students realize the 
complexity of various aspects of ESL writing. It also helps them develop audience awareness and identify 
audience categories other than the teacher. 

As is the case with most small-scale studies, findings are not conclusive therefore they approached with an open 
mind. The results of the study however seemed congruent with previous research on technology and second 
language writing, so they should be viewed in their light as well. Blogging proved to be a valid and effective tool 
in second language writing as evidenced by the numerous benefits reported by students. These benefits in fact 
outweigh any drawbacks reported. 

It must be acknowledged that the study at its current design is a systematic attempt to understand the way second 
language writing students deal with technology in the field of L2 writing and to establish a learning environment 
beyond the boundaries of traditional language classes. It also attempts to exploit potential benefits of IT 
advances and address challenges that may obstruct students’ progress. The experiences of these genuine learners, 
their endeavours to learn how to write in an unconventional way, and their attempt to think out of the box are 
prime candidates for research topics. Furthermore, despite the shortcomings of access and breadth, it must also 
be noted that useful conclusions can be drawn. 
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